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d. Allegorical interpretation-- here the text is interpreted without regard to its literal
meaning. A1lericaI interepreters down-play the normal meaning of the text. This
may be done beceuz they no longer believe the literal meaning, find it objectionable
for some reason, or simply find the literal sense unimportant.

Allegorizing is frequently encountered in the exegesis of historical texts. By con
sequence, the historical meaning is by-passed in favor of timeless truth' often of a
philosophical sort. An example of this may be seen In Philo's Allegorical
Interpretation 1.63-63, which is an exegesis of Gen. 2: 1-3 in Vie light ofGreek
philosophy:




XIX. A river goes forth'froin Eden ti water the
garden: thence it is separated into four heads; the
"sine of the one is Pheison; this is that which
encircles all the land of Evilat, there where the gold
is; and the gold ofthat land is good; and there is the
ruby and the emerald. And the name of the second
river is Geon; this encompasses all the land of
Aethio. And the third river is Tigris; this is
that -C., course is in front of Assyria. And the
fourth river is Euphrates" (Gen. ii. 10-14).
tjçscrjertJiisp.wrpose is to indicate the particul
virtues. These are four in number, prudence, self
mastery, courage, justice. The largest river, of
which the four are effluxes, is generic virtue, which
we have called "goodness." The foureffluxes are the
virtues ofthe same number. Generic virtue takes its
start from Eden, the wisdom of God, which is full of
joy, and brightness, and exultation, glorying and
priding itself only upon God its Father; but the
specific virtues, four in number, are derived from
generic virtue, which like a river waters the perfectachievements of each of them with an abundant
flow of noble doings. Let us look too at
lic particular words used. 'A river," it says" issues
forth front Eden to water the garden." "River" is
generic virtue, goodness. This issues forth out of
Eden, the wisdom of God, and this is the Reason of
God; for after that has genenc virtue been made.
And generic virtue waters the garden, that is, it
waters the particular virtues. "Heads" he takes
not in the sense of locality but of sovereignty. For
each of the virtues is in very deed a sovereign and

queen. " Is separated" is equivalent to 'has
buuiicjarjes to define it.'
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